
Take the next step in ultimate wine preservation.

Wine Guardian Wine Cabinets by La Sommelière are a 
perfect solution for wine collectors who want extra wine 
storage in a kitchen, living room, or other convenient 
location. These wine cabinets are fully self-contained 
systems designed to store wine at either long-term pres-
ervation or serving temperatures.

Available in two sizes, Wine Guardian is the only cabinet 
manufacturer that allows for personalization of the type 
of shelving and their placement in the cabinet — just 
the way you like it.

LUXURY WINE CABINETS

Wine Guardian cabinets are handcrafted by expert European wine cabinet manufacturers. All cabinets are fully 
assembled in our factory and are ready to set up right out of the box.
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CONFIGURABLE WINE CABINET

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Using the Wine Guardian designed cabinet
configuration tool on wineguardian.com, simply 
select the cabinet, then mix-and-match six (6) 
different shelving types and their
placement within the cabinet.

There are thousands of possible cabinet
configurations – making these cabinets truly 
unique to you and your collection. 
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IDEAL HUMIDITY CONDITIONS: The cabinet automatically maintains humidity conditions between 
55 and 65% relative humidity for optimal long-term storage of fine wines.

SINGLE- OR MULTI-ZONE TECHNOLOGY: The Single-Zone wine cabinet can preserve wine at ideal
temperatures between 55° - 64°F (13° - 18°C) or serving temperatures between 46° - 54°F (8° - 12°C).

The Multi-Zone cabinet features polyvalent technology that allows it to create three separate
temperature zones within the cabinet, optimal for storing different types of wine that have different 
ideal preservation temperatures.

AUTOMATIC DEFROST: When the cooling cycle is finished, the refrigerated parts of the cabinet are 
defrosted automatically.

CHARCOAL FILTER: To keep the cabinet odor free, these systems are equipped with an air refreshing 
system with an activated charcoal filter.

VIBRATION FREE DESIGN: Shock absorbers and thick insulation foam help absorb the vibrations 
from the internal mechanical equipment, protecting your wine.

DOOR LOCK: Simple-to-use lock keeps your wine out of reach of children.

UV LIGHT PROTECTION: The glass door was treated to filter up to 70% of harmful UV rays.
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